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WINDSOR HAND SANITISER POST 

The Sanitiser Dispenser is fabricated from three  
different metals: stainless steel, brass, and mild steel.  
The head of the dispenser is fabricated from a copper 
alloy which has antimicrobial properties and is the  
most likely touch surface, designed to integrate with  
a plastic pump lotion dispenser.

SANITISER POST DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 1000MM TUBE DIA: 63MM BASE DIA: 220MM WEIGHT: 10KG

BOTTLE DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT: 216MM AXIS: 56MM X 56MM CAPACITY OF BOTTLE: 400 - 430ML*

*Maximum capacity

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

■ Mirror Polished option may be cleaned with any  
brass polishing product or can be left to tarnish- 
this will naturally age if not polished but will  
not affect the functioning of the antimicrobial 
properties.

■ Stainless steel can be cleaned with a mild stainless 
steel cleaner or stainless cleaning oil.

■ The nozzle requires a wipe down from time to  
time to avoid any buildup of gel. You should also  
occasionally pump through water to clean the  
inside of your tap to keep in good working order.

The head of the dispenser is fabricated from  
a copper alloy which has antimicrobial properties
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WINDSOR HAND SANITISER POST INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1 - Insert anti-microbial copper alloy head nozzle  
on to Sanitizer Bottle pump head. With a new tap it may  
be beneficial to pump the head a few times to fill the tap 
head- this will prevent priming the pump later.

STEP 3 - Twist head to allow it to fall into place (Alternatively, 
you may lower in the bottle first and then simply align the 
nozzle with the pump head and twist but please ensure that 
the bottle nozzle aligns with the tap head). The Copper alloy 
head must not be handled or forced by the spout. 

STEP 2 - Whilst holding the bottle lower in to post ensuring 
the stainless pins/engraved marking are aligned with the 
inserts on either side of the post.

STEP 4 - Press the stainless-steel and brass foot pedal to 
compress the trigger and activate the bottle. When inserting 
new bottle, pump the foot pedal several times to ensure the 
head is primed with gel. Now the Windsor Hand Sanitiser 
Post is ready to use.


